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I n a vote, passed by 23 votes to 22, Labor and Greens, 
with cross-bench support, derailed a push to suspend a 
government-backed Senate inquiry into the ABC and SBS’s 

complaints handling processes until the next term of Parliament. 

Lisa Visentin outlined this much-welcomed news in the Sydney 
Morning Herald on 23 November: The establishment of the 
inquiry split the communications committee, with deputy chair 
Greens senator Sarah Hanson-Young leading the push to 
derail it after Ita Buttrose last week declared it an act of political 
interference designed to undermine the review commissioned 
by the ABC board. Senator Hanson-Young said the Senate had 
saved the ABC from partisan interference after the motion passed 
on Tuesday. “An independent review of the ABC’s complaints 
system is under way. A Senate inquiry established outside of 
normal processes and running in parallel was inappropriate. 
It is nothing more than political interference by the Morrison 
government,” she said.

The motion directed the environment and communications 
legislation committee “to suspend the inquiry into ABC and SBS 
complaints handling until the independent review of the ABC’s 
complaints system”. Independent senators Stirling Griff, Rex 
Patrick and Jacqui Lambie voted with Labor and the Greens.

The findings from the ABC’s inquiry – to be led by former 
Commonwealth ombudsman John McMillan and former SBS, 
Seven and Ten news boss Jim Carroll – are expected in April, 
while the Senate inquiry was scheduled to report by February. 
With a federal election due before May, a suspension of the 
Senate inquiry until after the ABC review means Senator Bragg 
will be unable to revive it until the next Parliament. An ABC 
spokesman said the broadcaster welcomed the Senate vote “to 
defend the ABC’s independence” and suspend the inquiry. The 
ABC would now continue with the independent review of the 
complaints system commissioned by the board in October and 
an issues paper would be released shortly for public comment.
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From the Editor 

T he recent burst of activity by politicians both in Canberra 
and across our wide brown land leaves little doubt that 
there is a Federal election fast approaching. Without 

doubt, this election will be critical to the future of our national 
broadcaster, the ABC, as the return of the current government 
could well ring the death knell of the ABC, which has been an 
essential contributor to the health of Australian democracy, and 
our “right to know” what our elected representatives are up to.

As well as the many enemies of the ABC in government, we 
have One Nation, Clive Palmer (and his millions), Craig Kelly 
(advertising himself as our next Prime Minister!), and the might of 
the Murdoch media, determined to eliminate the ABC from our 
media landscape, thus avoiding the level of scrutiny of those in 
public office that our ABC currently provides. The latest attack on 
the ABC is part of the  government’s bid to be returned to office, 
and to avoid such scrutiny. We applaud Ita Buttrose and the ABC 
Board for their strong stance in the battle that is still being played 
out (see our page 1 item.)

ABC Friends in Action

Whilst COVID has prevented public meetings, gatherings and 
community events from taking place, ABC Friends have shown 
great resourcefulness, and reached a new audience, through the 
use of technology, such that Ita Buttrose has attended (virtually) 
gatherings from Perth to Hobart, whilst branches across the 
country have conducted webinars and zoom meetings involving 
different ABC personalities. Our branch and state reports cover 
many such activities, enabling Friends to reach a much larger 
audience.

Worthy of special mention is the letter-writing campaign 
conducted by Anne Matheson of Northern Suburbs of Sydney 
Branch – 227 letters were sent to all Federal MPs and Senators, 
urging the reinstatement of funding cuts to the ABC. The many 
replies received suggest that there is still a place for the old-
fashioned letter (and you can read the one from 9 year old Harriet 
on page 7). Perhaps these letters played a small part in the 
recent ALP decision to restore the recent cut of $83m to the ABC 
budget!

Farewells

We recognize the vital contribution to the ABC of two recent 
retirees – Gaven Morris, who has provided fearless leadership 
to the News Department through some tumultuous years, and 
Fran Kelly, who has spent an extraordinary 17 years in the RN 
Breakfast chair. Fran, enjoy some well-earned sleep-ins! We also 
celebrate the wonderful career of Phil Williams in his Award for 
Excellence in Broadcasting for 2021

My personal thanks to the Update team of Diana Wyndham, 
Angela Williamson and Paul Martens, for their skills, 
professionalism and hard work.

Mal Hewitt OAM   ABC Friends

Update 
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Update is distributed to all members of ABC Friends as part 
of the membership fee. Update is also supplied to journalists, 
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Update is edited and produced in NSW and contributions 
are welcome from state and regional branches. Email your 
contribution (in Microsoft Word) to editor_update@abcfriends.
net.au or post to address below

Material may be quoted or reproduced from Update provided 
the source is acknowledged and reproduction is sent to the 
Editor at the above email or postal address.

Would you like to receive Update 
electronically? 

Save the planet’s trees and ABC Friends’ printing and postage 
costs and read Update on your tablet or computer. 

Should you wish to change from posted Update to an 
e-Update, and you are a member in Victoria please email 
office@abcfriends.org.au. Members from all other states 
and territories, you can make the change yourself by going to  
www.abcfriends.net.au, and log in by clicking on the 
Membership tab. (Create yourself a password by following the 
prompts if you haven’t done so before.)

The screen will show you your details at present. Scroll down 
the page and check if the box on the left is ticked where the 
sentence reads ‘I am happy to receive my copy of our national 
newsletter Update via email, rather than in the post.’  If it isn’t 
ticked, scroll back up and choose to update your details where 
the highlighted ‘here’ is.  Then tick the box on the updatable 
screen.

As you can see, you may also update your personal details 
-  contact numbers, email or personal addresses. Do check the 
accuracy of your changes.

Then click ‘Update details’ at the bottom of the page.

Who to write… 
Anyone seeking basic information  
about writing to people of influence might find it helpful to go 
to www.abcfriends.org.au, click on ‘Get Involved’, then ‘Take 
Action’ where you will find helpful addresses and ideas.

Update Editor - Mal Hewitt
PO Box 1391 North Sydney 2059 
editor_update@abcfriends.net.au

Production Manager - Angela Williamson
UpdateProdn@abcfriends.net.au

Assistant Editor - Dr  Diana Wyndham

Cartoonist - Phil Somerville

Phil currently runs an online topical cartoon by paid 
subscription called Line of Thought. Enquire at  
phil.somerville@somervillecartoons.com 

Layout Artist - Paul Martens
pmartens@bigpond.net.au
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From the Editor 
Here is a chronology of the events and the fierce backlash, with 
ABC Friends in the forefront, which led to the dramatic U-turn and 
suspension of the inquiry: 

After the ABC launched an independent review into the 
its complaints handling system on 18 October, Senate 
Communication Committee chair, Andrew Bragg announced on 
Sky News, 27 October that a new government inquiry would also 
examine the complaints handling system of the ABC and SBS. 

The April 2021 issue of Update examined previous attacks in 
which ABC Chair Ita Buttrose, AO OBE accused the Morrison 
government of using News Corp Australia to attack its journalism 
last year after the Australian was briefed about a series of 
government questions for the broadcaster before the ABC 
received them.  Attacks escalated after Four Corners examined 
the role played by the right-wing TV channel Fox News as a 
Donald Trump propagandist with the blessing of Rupert Murdoch. 
In retaliation News Corp published 45 articles attacking the ABC 
in two days. The subsequent dismissal of News Corp’s complaint 
about Four Corners’ coverage of the role played by Fox News in 
the 2020 US presidential election and its aftermath was dismissed 
by the ABC’s internal complaints division.

On 14 November Ita Buttrose released a statement on ABC 
News criticising the government’s decision to go ahead with an 
inquiry while the ABC Board’s independent review was underway, 
describing it as “a blatant attempt to usurp the role of the ABC 
Board and undermine the operational independence of the ABC”. 
She said the impact of the inquiry on the political independence 
of the ABC was clear. “Once again, an elected representative has 
chosen to threaten the ABC’s independence at the expense of the 
integrity of this irreplaceable public service. Any incursion of this 
kind into the ABC’s independence should be seen by Australians 
for what it is: an attempt to weaken the community’s trust in 
the public broadcaster. This is an act of political interference 
designed to intimidate the ABC and mute its role as this country’s 
most trusted source of public interest journalism. If politicians 
determine the operation of the national broadcaster’s complaints 
system, they can influence what is reported by the ABC.” She said 
politicians were welcome to criticise the ABC but “they cannot 
be allowed to tell the ABC what it may or may not say. When 
Parliament resumes later this month, I respectfully ask the Senate 
to act to defend the independence of the ABC, as Australia’s 
national broadcaster, by passing a motion to terminate or suspend 
this inquiry until the independent process commissioned by the 
ABC Board has been completed,” she said.

Guardian Australia’s Amanda Meade placed these latest attacks in 
context: “It is the second time in 12 months the ABC has accused 
the Morrison government of political interference”. In December 
2020, Buttrose accused the government of a pattern of behaviour 
which “smacks of political interference” and earlier warned of an 
escalating campaign targeting the public broadcaster. She labelled 
claims it pushed agendas and campaigns against free enterprise 
as “malicious garbage”. She also threw her support behind a 
media freedom act and said 2019’s Australian federal police raids 
were “clearly designed to intimidate”. 

Ita Defends
our ABC and

Wins Round One

Sydney Morning Herald journalists Zoe Samios and Nick 
Bonyhady quoted Labor’s communications spokeswoman, 
Michelle Rowland, who said on 14 November: “This Senate 
inquiry has nothing to do with improving the national broadcasters 
and everything to do with the Morrison government’s aversion to 
scrutiny and accountability”. 

A day later, SMH’s Lisa Visentin reported “Prime Minister 
Scott Morrison has backed a Senate inquiry into the ABC 
and SBS’s complaints handling processes and rejected Ita 
Buttrose’s accusation that it amounted to an attack on the public 
broadcaster’s independence”. The inquiry has triggered a major 
split in the communications committee, with deputy chair, Greens 
senator Sarah Hanson-Young, calling it a “witch hunt” and vowing 
to use a motion to attempt to overturn it.  “I’ll be moving as soon 
as Parliament gets back next week to stop this witch hunt from 
going ahead. It is an abuse of proper process. It’s an attack on the 
ABC [and] their independence,” Senator Hanson-Young told ABC 
radio. “If there are government members who are not happy about 

Cartoonist: Phil Somerville
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this inquiry, they should vote next Monday for my motion, which 
will stop this witch hunt in its tracks.”  

After Scott Morrison hand-picked Ita Buttrose to Chair the ABC 
in 2019 he must have been shocked to discover that she would 
battle to keep the broadcaster independent and defy political 
interference even though it caused the broadcaster’s relationship 
with the federal government to be “strained” and it concerned her 
“very much”.  

As Michelle Grattan noted in The Conversation ‘Ita isn’t saluting 
the captain who picked her’.  Margaret Reynolds (ABCF National 
President) responded: www.abcfriends.net.au/govt_double_
standards_haunt_abc_sbs  and so did Ranald McDonald 
(former ABCF Media Advisor and ABC broadcaster) and Quentin 
Dempster (journalist, public broadcasting advocate and director 

of abcalumni.net) both in John Menadue’s Pearls and Irritations. 
This ”hideous” attack from the Liberal Party the Institute of Public 
Affairs and the Murdoch media has also been soundly condemned 
in thenewdaily.com.au/news/politics/2021/11/16/abc-andrew-
bragg-inquiry.

Writing in The Conversation two media analysts asked “Is the 
latest ABC inquiry really just ‘business as usual’?  Scott Morrison 
made this claim when he rejected Ita’s response to the attack 
on the grounds that the ABC is “not above scrutiny for how they 
conduct themselves using taxpayers’ money”.  The authors, 
Professor Matthew Ricketson (Media Entertainment and Arts 
Alliance’s representative on the Australian Press Council) and 
Patrick Mullins (Canberra-
based author and academic) 
agree that the ABC is not 
above scrutiny but note 
the irony: ABC’s scrutiny 
of his government [is] 
“exactly what has so 
irritated Morrison and his 
colleagues”.  The drama is 
not over yet.

This is the overwhelming ‘yes’ response given by 3879 Sydney 
Morning Herald readers on 20 November to the question “Is the 
proposed Senate inquiry into the ABC’s complaints handling 
processes an attack on the broadcaster’s independence?” 

F rom late August through September ABC Friends Victoria 
ran their first ‘Student Awards’ competition. The competition 
was open to young Victorians enrolled in tertiary education 

and had three categories; journalism, design and media/
communications. Entrants in each category were required to 
research the financial state of the ABC and explore the importance 
of a properly-funded public broadcaster. The competition was a 
success and winners have been announced in each category.  

RMIT University student Matthew Harvey won first prize in the 
journalism category for his written piece exploring the importance 
of public broadcast in a healthy democracy. Swinburne University 
student Imogen Wait took out the first prize in the media/
communications category for her proposed digital media strategy 
targeted at young people and aimed at raising awareness about 
the funding cuts to the ABC. Monash University Adrienne Aw won 
first prize in the design category for her poster using the slogan ‘It’s 
your ABC, Fight for it’. 

The winners have each received an $100 prize and two one-hour 
mentoring sessions with industry professionals. Veteran journalist 
Jim Middleton will be mentoring Matthew Harvey, ABC Executive 
Producer Daniel Hirst will be mentoring Imogen Wait, and Creative 
Director at Studio Binocular will be mentoring Adrienne Aw.  

ABC Friends Victoria would like to extend their congratulations to 
each of the winners. To keep up to date with ABC Friends Victoria 
follow @abcfriendsvic on Instagram and Facebook. 

Matthew Harvey, Imogen Wait and Adrienne Aw.

Aynsley Mitchell  ABC Victoria, Youth Engagement 
and Communications Co-Ordinator

ABC Friends Victoria 
Student Awards

Calling all  
Treasurers!
Margaret Whealy our efficient 
Treasurer in NSW&ACT is calling 
time on six years of splendid 
contribution to managing our financial affairs.

If you can assist your hard-working Committee by offering 
to take over Margaret’s role, here’s a summary of the 
tasks needed to be undertaken.  Margaret will provide full 
detail of the procedures involved to the new volunteer. 

The role involves: 

•  maintaining the financial records using MYOB – banking 
portion only; 

•  no handling of cash;

•  splitting of membership and donations in MYOB;

•  set up authorised payments and advise 2nd authoriser 
to approve – all online;

•  monthly reconciliation of receipts and payments;

•  transfer from Paypal (National platform) into our bank 
account once a month;

•  extract MYOB P&L and Balance Sheet reports as 
required by the Committee – usually bi-monthly;

•  arrange audit in time for AGM.

If you think you fit the bill, please email president_
nswact@abcfriends.net.au in the first instance.

NSW & ACT
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Fran Kelly is taking off her headphone after 17 years at 
the helm of RN Breakfast. Her calm, reasonable voice 
is the antidote to fake news hysteria. As her dear friend 

and colleague Patricia Karvelas says: “Her political interviews 
are compulsory listening, her passion unparalleled, her warmth 
tangible. People have stopped Fran in the street and told her she 
is like their flatmate, an aunt, a stable and calm voice at times 
of great turmoil. She has been the one constant during a time 
of change and uncertainty. She has steered us through great 
trauma”. RN dwarfs its commercial competitors and is a must-

Phil Williams
Winner of the 2021 ABC 
Friends Award of Excellence.

We paid tribute to Phil Williams in the August Update.  

After 40 distinguished years as a reporter at the ABC Phil reflected: 
“For all its foibles, the ABC remains the most important media 
institution in the nation. It is a vital part of our democracy and must be 
protected and preserved”.  Phil Williams was the winner of the ABC 
Friends 2021 Award of Excellence “In recognition of 40 years as a 
top ABC foreign correspondent and a much-loved storyteller.”  The 
webinar of this 27 November Zoom presentation is available on  
www.abcfriends.net.au/videos

Brava Fran Kelly

listen for the political and media class, and as such helps set the 
day’s news agenda. “Politicians of every stripe front up for Kelly’s 
forensic interrogations, and today she was drawing praise from 
both sides of the political aisle”. 

Kelly will take a few months off before returning “on different 
[ABC] platforms at a different pace”. Initially, she will focus on 
television for the election campaign next year and hopes to work 
on “ongoing and meaningful” rather than daily projects.  She has 
seen eight prime ministers come and go. Perhaps she will be 
quizzing a new one after the election.  

Fran Kelly waves goodbye. Image by Photo ABC/Steven Siewert, with permission.
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W hen a thoughtful young schoolgirl heard about ABC’s 
budget cuts and ABC Friends Northern Suburbs of 
Sydney branch’s letter writing campaign to Parliament 

House, she asked if she could help. Harriet’s mum was assisting 
Corin Bass to fold and sign 227 letters she had written to all 
Federal MPs and Senators, calling to reinstate the funding cuts to 
the ABC. Corin is the widow of Walter Bass, who founded ABC 
Friends in 1976. 

Harriet, aged 9, asked to write a letter too, which we’ve 
reproduced here. 

Harriet was thrilled to receive many thoughtful replies from MPs, 
including  the leader of the Opposition, Anthony Albanese, the 
Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, and Senator Steele-John from the 
Greens, which are reproduced below so we might understand the 
position on ABC Funding by the major parties.

Scott Morrison’s Reply

Thank you for writing to me. I always enjoy hearing about what is 
important to young Australians like you.

A fundamental freedom in our democracy is the right to free 
speech. This means that everyone can have his or her say on 
the issues that matter most to them. As a young Australian, 
you represent our country’s future hopes. We need more young 
people willing to engage in respectful debates about our future. 
Getting on with each other is not always about agreeing with each 
other. It’s about knowing that when we disagree, we do it with 
respect for each other. I really appreciate you taking the time to 
share your thoughts with me and I send you my best wishes.

Yours sincerely

Scott Morrison

Senator Steele-John’s Reply

Thank you for your letter outlining your concerns about the ABC’s 
funding cuts. Since the 2019 federal election, the Australian 
Greens have advocated to increase and lock in funding for 
the ABC and SBS, protect the ABC from political interference, 
strengthen media diversity, stop the spread of misinformation 
and hate, and fund and support our First Nations media. We will 
have announcements about the ABC’s lack of funding between 
now and the 2022 election. Thank you for your work in ensuring 
greater funding for the ABC. Keep up the great work!

Senator Jordon Steele-John

School Girl Requests 
More ABC Funding

Editor’s Note: “Labor raising funds for ABC Vote Campaign” was the heading of an article in the Sydney Morning Herald on 
20 November which announced the ALP’s campaign on behalf of the ABC. Perhaps NSoS’s efforts in sending over 2,700 
personalised and signed letters to federal politicians played a part. Well done Labor and well done NSoS. 

Anthony Albanese’s Reply

Thank you for your letter about the ABC and how much you like 
their programs. I know many people do.

It is so important that the ABC gets enough money to make sure 
it can continue to make good quality shows that Australians rely 
on, like Behind the News. Did you know, BTN has been showing 
on the ABC for over 50 years? I used to watch it when I was at 
school. I can promise you that Labor will always support and 
properly fund the ABC so it can keep doing its job of making great 
programs for everyone.

Yours sincerely

The Hon. Anthony Albanese MP
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Get into our  
ABCF Gear 
It’s worth taking a look at our online shop abcfriends.
myshopify.com if you haven’t dropped in lately. You’ll 
find some great additions to our range, including an eye-
catching new adult-sized T-shirt. Already proving popular, 
it sports a bold slogan on the front that highlights the 
imperilled state of our ABC, and an encouragement to 
action on the back: “Defend it or lose it”. 

Wear this apron to summer barbecues and outings as a 
conversation-starter and encourage your friends to become 
Friends!

We’ve also added to our extensive sticker range with one 
that has a rural flavor – “Your ABC - Australia’s most trusted 
news source- by a country mile”. If you live in an area where 
Sky News is spreading its tentacles, this is definitely one for 
your bumper. However, the message applies equally to city 
dwellers, so it’s appropriate in all contexts.

Elegant lapel pins in silver or gold can be found in the gift 
category, along with our ever-popular aprons and tote bags. 
Only $5 each, these pins can be 
worn on a jacket or hat and are a 
stylish way to demonstrate your 
support for the ABC.

Your ABC vs  
Their IPA
The Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) has issued the first 

of five podcasts called “Their ABC” in which it claims 
the ABC is “a bloated, out-of-touch, biased broadcaster” 
and calls for it to be privatised. Former Media Watch host 
and ABC Alumni chair Jonathan Holmes provides the 
antidote to the IPA’s monstrous claims with this brilliant 
ABC fact check which is a ‘must watch’ on our website. 

The video Your ABC vs Their IPA is funded by ABC 
Alumni and the ABC Friends. The ABC itself is not 

involved in any way, and has neither funded nor approved 
the video which was released on 1 November and is 
available on www.abcfriends.net.au/videos, most  
social media most social media feeds and YouTube  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT9UOdr-sqs.

Happy shopping and best wishes for 
the festive season and the new year 
from the hard-working merchandise team — Bobbie Mackley (WA), Sue Pinnock 
and Andrew Johnston (both SA), and Gia Metherell (Convenor, ACT).

Gia Metherell

Member, ABC Friends ACT & SE NSW Region
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V oters will have the chance to judge political candidates 
and parties on their commitment to Australian Public 
Broadcasting at the Federal Election, and many  Coalition 

members show no signs of changing their  hostility towards the 
ABC.

This week in the Senate  the Morrison Government had the 
chance to vote for ABC Independence, yet all  Coalition 
senators voted to interfere in the ABC by continuing with yet 
another Senate Inquiry into its operations. Fortunately, the 
majority of Labor, Green and cross bench senators won the  
vote to delay any such process until the existing independent  
ABC inquiry reports. But already there is a chance that vote will 
be recontested.

The irony of these political manoeuvres is that government 
senators show much enthusiasm to vote for an unnecessary 
inquiry into the ABC, but will not vote for a long overdue national 
integrity inquiry!

No doubt there will be further efforts to discredit the ABC before 
the Federal Election. Some Coalition members are ideologically 
opposed to independent public broadcasting, and resent the 
ABC having a role in keeping government and other institutions 
fully accountable to the people of Australia. They support the 
Institute of Public Affairs’ ongoing efforts to privatise the ABC.

The Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, backed the sham Senate 
inquiry,  arguing that the ABC is a government entity, despite the 
public broadcaster having nearly ninety years of independence 
from political control.

Leader of the Opposition, Anthony Albanese, has committed 
the ALP to a five-year ABC funding cycle, which offers greater  
forward planning certainty and removes the ABC from pre-
election political jousting.

ABC Friends wants the Federal Communications Minister, 
Paul Fletcher, to match this pledge in the best interests of 
an independent ABC. We are also waiting for the Morrison 
Government to disassociate itself from the Federal Liberal 
Party Council’s unanimous privatisation vote of June 2018 to 
guarantee that no Liberal Party government would adopt  
this policy.

In the pre-election campaign, large and smaller political 
parties will be asked to commit the next Federal Government 
to prioritise sustainable five-year funding and  updated 
transmissions services to guarantee access throughout 
Australia, especially for ABC emergency services.

Over the past few years, ABC Friends has consistently argued 
for ABC funding which enables it to fully meet its legislated 
Charter obligations. This will require candidates for next year’s 
federal election to agree to a ten point action plan.

Voters need to ask themselves “who do they trust with our 
ABC ?”

FUTURE ABC TEN POINT  
ACTION PLAN
1.  No Privatisation

2.  Independent Board

3.  No Political Interference

4.  Five Year Funding

5.  Updated Transmission Services

6.  Updated Digital and Streaming Services

7.  State based Regional and Rural Programming 

8.  Increased Children and Youth Programming 

9.  Increased Australian Content

10.   Enhanced Australian and International News

Further Information 

Margaret Reynolds
president@abcfriends.net.au
0447 735 156

From the  
National President
Margaret Reynolds  

Future of the ABC  
now on the political agenda
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compiled by Diana Wyndham

T he April issue of Update paid tribute to some key Four 
Corners programs which exposed corruption, instigated 
royal commissions and, in some cases, people were 

jailed and faults were rectified. Since it was first aired on 19 
August 1961 this ABC program has won 62 Walkley Awards 
and 23 Logies and is watched by more than a million viewers 
(when you count iview).  Zoe Samios, in her 12 August 2021 
Sydney Moring Herald article, 
described the bumpy road 
many of the key Four Corners 
producers and reporters have 
travelled in order to shine a 
light in dark corners. 

Here are the names of some 
of the brave, innovative people 
who have contributed, behind 
and in front of the camera:

Allan Ashbolt, Paul Barry, 
Bruce Belsham, Linton 
Besser, Wendy Borchers, 
William Butler, David Brill, 
Michael Brissenden, Jenny 
Brockie, Martin Butler, 
Michael Charlton, Anne 
Connolly, Mark Colvin, 
Ross Coulthart, Alec 
Cullen, Sean Dorney, Sarah 
Ferguson, Andrew Fowler, 
Alan Hall, Alan Hogan, 
Jonathan Holmes, Liz 
Jackson, Caroline Jones, 
Tony Jones, Sam Lipski, 
Stephen Long, Paul Lyneham, Peter Manning, David 
Marr, Chris Masters, Quentin McDermott, Peter McEvoy, 
Sophie McNeill, Nick Mckenzie, Caro Meldrum-Hanna, Neil 
Mercer, Louise Milligan, Robert Moore, Sally Neighbour, 
Kerry O’Brien, Andrew Olle, John Penlington, John Power, 
Robert Raymond, Peter Reid, Peter Ross, Deborah Snow, 
Sue Spencer, Patti Warn, Dylan Welch, Debbie Whitmont, 
Marian Wilkinson and Mike Willesee.

It’s survival is a miracle because, in the words of current 
Executive Producer Sally Neighbour : “Four Corners has been 
offending and annoying and exposing governments and then 
attacked by them as a result for 60 years.”

ABC Alumni has a terrific special feature series on its website 
abcalumni.net/ celebrating Four Corners 60th Anniversary. 
Alumni who worked in various roles have contributed memories 
of their time at the program: 

The Holy Grail  Wendy Borchers AM describes her pathway 

to becoming an outstanding researcher and archivist and the 
exhilaration of finding the lost film clip that set a program alight. 

Vietnam and Me Legendary cameraman David Brill’s personal 
reflections take us back to the turbulent ’70s when he, his 
camera and a crack team covered the political and military 
stories of the Vietnam war.

4Cs in the ’70s Kerry O’Brien 
tells of how with limited resources, 
Four Corners struggled to establish 
its identity in the mid-70s, while 
producing some landmark stories 
against the odds. 

Memories of the Golden 
Eighties Former EP Peter Manning 
relives the heady times of Four 
Corners as its star-studded team 
broke new ground, scooping up 
awards for blockbuster programs. 

A treacherous wave, an iceberg 
– and a skua! Producer Martin 
Butler recalls a perilous incident 
during a trip to Antarctica, and 
a program that turned the tide 
against mining in Antarctica. 

Party Tricks Reporter Andrew 
Fowler reminds us of the perils 
of investigative journalism when 
it treads on the toes of those in 
power. 

Inside the editing suite  Long-
time 4Cs editor Alec Cullen’s 

photographic essay draws us into the engine room as editors, 
journalists and producers weave their magic in film, and later 
digital, threads. 

In addition to the broadcast Four Corners program on 16 
August, a special collection of extended highlights from each 
decade, and selected programs, has been showcased on iView 
and the ABC website.

Four Corners is the longest running series on Australian 
television and, while it has changed logos over the years, the 
principles of this powerhouse have never wavered: to produce 
fearless and forensic investigative journalism which has been 
holding power to account for 60 years.

Highlights included: then-Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett 
criticising Four Corners and Sally Neighbour ahead of the 
broadcast of ‘Kennett’s Culture’ in 1997.

Bravo Four Corners, Bravo ABC

Four Corners is 60   
Many Happy Returns
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A Victory for 
Journalism  
Compiled by Diana Wyndham

T he Nobel Peace Prize 2021 was awarded jointly to Maria 
Ressa and Dmitry Muratov “for their efforts to safeguard 
freedom of expression, which is a precondition for 

democracy and lasting peace.”  In making the award to two 
journalists whose work has angered authoritarian governments 
the Norwegian committee has recognised the vital importance 
of an independent media to democracy and warned it was 
increasingly under assault. In the Philippines, Maria Ressa is 
the chief executive and cofounder of Rappler, and in Russia, 
Dmitry Muratov is the editor-in-chief of Novaya Gazeta. The 
Nobel committee called the pair “representatives of all journalists 
who stand up for this ideal”. They said in their 8 October 
announcement of the award that Ressa had used her online 
news organisation, Rappler, to “expose abuse of power, use 

of violence and growing 
authoritarianism in her 
native country, the 
Philippines”.  She has 
documented how social 
media is being used to 
spread fake news, harass 
opponents and manipulate 
public discourse.  When 
the award was announced 
Ressa responded: “It 
just shows the role that 
journalists play.  Without 
facts, you can’t have the 
truth. Without truth, you 
can’t have trust. How 
can you have democracy 
without that? This is 
the fabric that holds us 
together: shared reality.”

Ressa told CNN that 
reporting the facts was 

vital if democracy was to function properly. “How are we going 
to have integrity of elections if the platforms that deliver the news 
are biased against facts, that they actually spread lies laced with 
anger and hate? This will be a battle for facts, it will be a battle for 
truth,” she said. “There’s a lot at stake for the Philippines because 
if we don’t get fact based, evidence based reasoning, a shared 
reality, then we’re not going to come out of this. We’re going to 
splinter even further. ... The weaknesses began when journalists 
lost our gatekeeping powers to technology. They’re intertwined 
to me, the collapse of democracy starts with the breakdown of 
facts.  Ressa says “we have not seen such serious threats to 
press freedom and democracy since World War II, and this Nobel 
prize is a global call for action to defend independent journalism 

everywhere.’ She has used her new prominence to criticise 
Facebook’s role in peddling fake news.

Dmitry Muratov, who was one of the founders of the independent 
newspaper Novaya Gazeta, was quoted by the Russian news 
agency Tass as saying the award “is for Novaya Gazeta, and 
also for those who died defending the right of people to freedom 
of speech. Now that they are no longer with us, [the Nobel 
committee] probably decided I should tell it to everyone.” Former 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, who helped fund the launch of 
Novaya Gazeta with the proceeds of his prize, said in a statement 
“This is good, very good news. This award raises the importance 
of the press in the modern world to great heights.”

Stuart Rees AM, distinguished lawyer, academic and founder 
of the Sydney Peace Foundation, made this analysis in John 
Menadue’s Pearls and Irritations on 13 October: ‘This brilliant 
choice recognises the value of opposition to abuses of power 
[and] also heralds lessons for Australia’. Ressa and Muratov 
operated under authoritarian regimes and risked their homes, 
their careers and their lives.  Rees urges Australian politicians and 
journalists (who don’t operate under an authoritarian regime) to 
be far more courageous. ‘Ressa and Muratov’s defence of press 
freedom says to Australia politicians, “Why have you not praised 
the work of WikiLeaks former editor Julian Assange? Why don’t 
you express outrage at the revengeful conduct of a bullying US 
government?” Why are you cruel to asylum seekers and refugees? 
Why raid the ABC premises, persecute whistleblowers and 
prosecute Bernard Collaery and Witness K? Why do you ignore 
the plight of poor people and oppressed minorities? ‘Australian 
politicians and journalists [should] imitate Maria Ressa and Dmitry 
Muratov and learn the lessons from their stories: ‘In public life, on 
matters of principle, try courage’.

The global significance of this was accentuated by the New 
York Times on 8 October: this was only the third time in the 
120-year history that journalists were honoured for contributions 
to the cause of peace. The Nobel committee chose from 329 
candidates, one of the largest pools ever, including climate-
change activists, political dissidents and scientists whose work 
helped fight the Covid-19 pandemic.  Maria Ressa is the 18th 
woman to win the prize.

Bravo to the two brave Nobel laureates and to the Nobel 
committee for highlighting the fight for press freedom.

Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov – Photographs by Isaac 
Lawrence, reproduced with permission of Agence France-
Presse.

‘In public life, 
on matters of 
principle, try 
courage’

Logo from the Official Nobel Prize website
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Congratulations  
Cathy Wilcox
The NRMA Kennedy Awards for Excellence in 

Journalists were announced on 12 November. ABC 
Friends are particularly pleased to see that Cathy Wilcox 
has won the Vince O’Farrell award for Outstanding 
Illustration/Cartoon for this cartoon which was published 
on 17 March. 

Congratulations Cathy on this well-deserved win.

Farewell  
Gaven Morris   
Compiled by Diana Wyndham

ABC news and investigations head Gaven Morris, who 
started as a reporter at the ABC in his early 20s, 
announced on 7 October that he will leave when his 

contract expires. For the past six years he has overseen the ABC’s 
broadcast and digital news and current affairs output – including 
flagship TV programs such as the 7.30, Four Corners, Australian 
Story and Foreign Correspondent; audio programs such as AM, 
PM, and Background Briefing; the ABC NEWS website and 
mobile and social media channels; the continuous ABC News 
channels on TV and radio; and the Asia-Pacific newsroom. He has 
led the news team through some of its most difficult periods, such 
as during AFP raids on ABC journalists Dan Oakes and Sam Clark 
and the downfall of the ABC’s former chairman Justin Milne and 
managing director Michelle Guthrie.  

Morris was brought back to the ABC from Al Jazeera to drive the 
move to continuous news and launch the News 24 channel, all on 
a tiny budget. He soon realised it would be the leanest and most 
underfunded news channel on the planet. In an interview with 
Margaret Simons on Inside Story to mark his exit, he describes 
the job as relentless. “There are 1300 staff at ABC News. It’s a 
$200 million budget. The news cycle is twenty-four hours. You get 
really tired in a role like this.”

As Amanda Meade reported in The Guardian, Morris leaves on a 
high, with ABC News being the number one digital news site for 
more than a year since it overtook Rupert Murdoch’s news.com.
au - success which has made it more of a target for News Corp, 
which regularly attacks the broadcaster’s journalism in its outlets, 
particularly The Australian. Morris has been responsible for the 
nation’s biggest news-gathering workforce: about 1,200 staff 
across eight capital city newsrooms, 11 international bureaus and 
three suburban newsrooms in Parramatta, Geelong and Ipswich.  

He resolutely stood by journalists when they were attacked. Morris 
told Michael Rowland on ABC News Breakfast that he has no 
regrets about the corporation’s reporting on Christian Porter’s 

historic rape allegations, which Porter denies, or the Ghost Train 
documentary about the Luna Park fire. “I think the journalism we 
did around those stories was first-class. We’ve not changed a 
word of those stories. They are still available for anyone to see 
and to read.”

“Gaven’s contribution to the ABC has been enormous,” ABC 
managing director, David Anderson, wrote in an email to staff. 
“His strategic vision and boundless drive and energy have been 
integral to a string of achievements, including leading the 2010 
launch of the ABC News channel; spearheading ABC News’s 
rise to digital excellence; creating the journalistic powerhouses 
of ABC investigations and the specialist reporting team; fostering 
News’s culture of diversity and inclusion; and driving the strategy 
to make News’s content and services more relevant to all 
Australians. … As the very best leaders do, he has always led 
by example, with a huge work ethic, absolute integrity, fearless 
independence and a lot of courage.” 

Investigative journalist Mark Willacy, on winning the 2020 Gold 
Walkley for Killing Field, thanked everyone in Four Corners and 
said he was “really proud to be part of the ABC Investigation 
team started by Gaven Morris”. 

He will be sorely missed. 

Gaven was a special guest at the ABC Friends 2017 Annual 
Dinner (left to right) ABC Friends Secretary Angela Williamson, 
ABC Reporter and presenter Joe O’Brien, and ABC news and 
investigations head Gaven Morris.
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Some Good Advice For The Minister
Dear Mr Fletcher,

On 7 October I watched the Q &A program hosted by Stan Grant. The program guests included yourself, former 
federal cybersecurity advisor, Alastair MacGibbon, Tanya Plibersek, Marc Fennell and Zara Seidler, co-founder of 
The Daily Aus. The program included discussions on cyber safety, misinformation, establishing a Federal anti-
corruption commission and the performance of ICAC. Following a robust discussion about the ABC program The 
School that Ended Racism, which apparently Stan Grant had been critical of, you made the following comment 
towards the end of the program; “Just once it would be great to see the ABC celebrating what’s good about 
Australia”.

On the 31 July 2021 I received a reply from a letter I had sent the Prime Minister on the issue of funding, it began;

Dear Mr McGowen

Thank you for writing to me regarding the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. There has been some 
misrepresentation about the ABC’s funding and I am pleased to answer the concerns you have raised. Like most 
Australians, I recognise the importance of the ABC and I watch and listen to it as well. It contributes to our shared 
sense of national identity, informs and entertains audiences; and reflects the cultural diversity of our country. It also 
has a special role in connecting regional communities.

On reading both statements it would appear that you and the Prime Minister are completely at odds. Far from 
contributing to our sense of identity, you seem to believe that the ABC is only creating disharmony. Consider the 
following programs currently available on the ABC: 

Gardening Australia introducing us to gardens and botanical programs across the country, Classic FM enlarging 
our lives through music, Australian Story which this week examined the vital work of marine biologist, Dr Charlie 
Veron, Back to Nature, showcasing our natural wonders, How to Live Younger promoting better health outcomes, 
Outsiders examining and discussing Australian sport, Love on the Spectrum a very moving program following a 
group of autistic people in their search to develop loving relationships, And We Danced that examined the evolution 
of the Australian Ballet, Firestarter, essential viewing about the history of the Bangarra Dance company, Backroads 
with Heather Ewart guiding us through Australia’s regional and remote communities, Catalyst and the Science 
Show educating the Australian public about the latest scientific achievements and research, Landline presenting 
stories about innovations and challenges in Australian agriculture, The Business examining business and financial 
issues, The Newsreader and Fires two magnificent dramas about news coverage in the 1980s and the recent 
devastating bushfires. I could go to list a range of programs on Radio National covering the arts, humanities, 
society and culture that cater for all ages and interests.

During the Q & A program you described visiting a number of communities with 
culturally diverse populations. This was heartening news, but apparently you have 
neither listened to nor watched any of the programs listed above. Either that or you are 
setting out to sow the same seeds of division and distrust that you accuse the ABC of 
harbouring. As an ABC viewer and listener of long standing I remain deeply concerned 
that a Federal Minister responsible for funding the national broadcaster should be so 
distrustful of it.

Regards,

Ross McGowen

Editor’s note: Ross is the President of the ABC Friends Central Coast Branch

Letters
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SMH, 27 August 2021

Pot, kettle - Can just see it now as the judge bursts out laughing 
after he hears lawyers for Fox accusing the ABC of “biased and 
inaccurate reporting” (“Fox News sends legal threat to ABC over 
Four Corners Trump episode”, 26 August). The mind boggles.

Anthony Malivanek, Bray Park

SMH, 15 October 2021

Noisy when it suits - I see the government is considering boosting 
free speech at universities (“Tudge flags further free speech 
measures as sacked climate sceptic loses High Court case”, 14 
October). Hopefully it will extend its largesse to the public sector 
where speaking out about problems or anything embarrassing to 
your political masters is generally fairly career limiting. Then there’s 
the same government’s attacks on the so-called bias of the ABC - 
not much enthusiasm for free speech there. 

John Dengate, Avalon

SMH, 16 November 2021

Go, Ita!

Ita Buttrose, with a lifetime in media and dealing with powerful 
bullies, has credibility when she calls out government interference 
in the independence of the ABC (“Buttrose fires up at Senate 
‘interference’”, November 15). It is no mystery why this 
government bristles at exposure of corruption. What I cannot 
understand is its failure to appreciate the breadth and depth of 
the ABC in support of all aspects of our lives across Australia. We 
need an independent and fearless and well-funded ABC serving 
all of us, not a lapdog for whoever is in power. 

Anne Garvan, Chatswood West

When Morrison appointed Ita Buttrose to the ABC, he might 
have thought he had a captive chairperson. Wrong. Ita’s spirited 
rebuttal of unwarranted attacks on the national broadcaster by the 
current morality-challenged Liberal Party shows the lady is not for 
turning. The federal ALP is understandably chary of committing 
itself to policy pronouncements until closer to the coming election; 
it knows too well what a prevaricating PM will do to destroy them. 
But it would win plaudits for immediately announcing its support 
for the ABC, including a restoration of the funding. 

Ron Sinclair, Windradyne

SMH, 17 November 2021

What about Porter?

Scott Morrison’s hypocrisy is exposed again (‘‘Morrison backs 
Senate inquiry into ABC complaints’’, November 16). Apparently 
‘‘nobody is above the scrutiny of the Senate’’. Nobody, it seems, 
except critical allies such as Minister for Industry, Science and 
Technology Christian Porter. Morrison’s government has blocked a 
direct inquiry into Porter’s declaration of funds from a ‘‘blind trust’’ 
that former prime minister Malcolm Turnbull suggested equated 
to declaring ‘‘my legal fees were paid by a guy in a mask who 
dropped off a chaff bag full of cash’’. Alison Stewart, Riverview

Morrison said the ABC is not above scrutiny for how they conduct 
themselves using taxpayer money. If the same logic applied to 
Parliament, there would already be a much-needed federal ICAC.

Ann Eskens, Crows Nest

SMH, 22 November 2021

Coalition’s ABC attack

The Communications Minister is reported as saying that the 
ALP’s “Save the ABC” policy “should be of concern to any 
Australian who cares about the ABC’s objectivity and political 
independence”. (“Labor raising funds for ABC vote campaign”, 
20-21 November). How touching to hear this from Minister 
Paul Fletcher, whose government has an outstanding record of 
attempting to question the ABC’s objectivity and to undermine its 
political independence. How hypocritical, in fact. What concerns 
so many is the Coalition’s constant, well-documented bias against 
a public broadcaster which happens to be regarded by most 
Australians as their most trusted media organisation. 

Grahame Hacket, Bowral

SMH, 25 November 2021

Partisan inquisition

The government-backed Senate inquiry into the ABC and SBS 
complaints-handling processes has been suspended until the next 
term of Parliament (“Labor, Greens and independents derail ABC 
inquiry”, November 24). Plans for this partisan inquisition should 
be abandoned altogether because the ABC has already set up an 
independent panel to review these procedures, headed by former 
Commonwealth ombudsman John McMillan and ex-SBS and Ten 
executive Jim Carroll. 

Diana Wyndham, North Sydney
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Compiled by Diana Wyndham

In 2019 Radio Australia (RA) 
celebrated 80 years of broadcasting 
important stories from the Asia 

Pacific which were first told by the 
ABC including the birth of over a dozen 
nations and stories from war zones. 
The Australian government, prompted 
by the United Kingdom, inaugurated a 
shortwave voice to send out wartime 
messages and Prime Minister Menzies 
launched the new service with these 
words on 20 December 1939: ‘The time 
has come to speak for ourselves’ and 
his words were translated into French, 
German, Dutch and Spanish.

By 1970 RA used new cables for reports from reporters in 
overseas offices and reception was improved over much of 
Asia by the installation of more powerful transmitters near 
Darwin. Programs were now in eight languages: English, 
French, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Thai, Japanese, Mandarin 
and Cantonese. After becoming Prime Minister, Gough Whitlam 
assured listeners that RA was independent of government and 
would remain ‘completely free to report the news as it truly is’.  

A statutory basis for the service was finally established in 1983, 
with the passage of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation 
Act 1983. Section 6 of the Act establishes the Charter of the 
Corporation. Under section 6 (1) [b] one of the functions of the 
ABC is ‘to transmit to countries outside Australia broadcasting 
programs of news, current affairs, entertainment and cultural 
enrichment that will: (i) encourage awareness of Australia and 
an international understanding of Australian attitudes on world 
affairs; and (ii) enable Australian citizens living or travelling outside 

Australia to obtain information about 
Australian affairs and Australian attitudes 
on world affairs’.

Errol Hodge’s 1994 book ‘Radio Wars: 
Propaganda and the Struggle for Radio 
Australia’ examined the covert war 
in which broadcasters, bureaucrats 
and politicians have struggled for the 
editorial control of RA. 

To quieten critics, in July 2018 the 
government announced a review of 
‘Australian Broadcasting Services into 
the Asia’.  The ABC Friends submission 
(compiled by Sue Pinnock, President 
ABC Friends SA/NT and National 

Committee Member) is on the ABCF’s website and includes 
this figure from the ABC’s 2016 Annual Report showing the 
broadcaster’s reach which highlights the loss when shortwave 
transmission was axed by the ABC  
in 2017.

As reported by Dr Mark Haynes in the December 2018 Update, 
the Morrison Government pre-empted its own review when, on 8 
November, the Prime Minister announced plans to commercialise 
Pacific broadcasting, a move which National President Margaret 
Reynolds strongly rejected in a press release on behalf of ABC 
Friends.  She urged Mr Morrison to reconsider this public policy 
shift and take advice from the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade. If he wants to restore a fresh initiative like the Australia 
Network he is dependent on the ABC which has the experience 
and professionalism to create strong partnerships with Pacific 
nations. The voice of Australia through RA, and more recently via 
a wider range of ABC media platforms, has long been valued by 
people in the Pacific. Australian foreign policy will not be enhanced 

The Struggle for Radio Australia

ABC Radio and TV overseas 
footprint in 2016.

Radio Australia Transmission Reception Report.
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by the commercial news judgements of Fox or Sky News, which 
does not provide independent analysis of complex issues. 
Furthermore, professional broadcasting in the Pacific depends on 
two-way respectful communication that enhances understanding 
of diverse perspectives in the region.  Significantly, if Australia were 
to accept this approach to Pacific broadcasting it would become 
the only nation to rely on the commercial sector to deliver its “soft 
power” diplomacy. 

Update Editor Mal Hewitt wrote this editorial in the April 2019 
issue: ‘Our Government has failed our regional neighbours. 
There has been growing concern in Canberra, resulting in a 
Government Inquiry, at the loss of Australian presence and 
influence in our region, and the growing presence and influence 
of China, especially in the Pacific. This can be linked directly 
to the silencing of the ABC in the Region. Until 2014, our ABC 
provided world news, current affairs, entertainment and, most 
importantly, emergency information and bulletins via TV (Australia 
Network) and radio (Radio Australia) using a shortwave signal 
that was reliable, even when the cyclones raged. Shortwave 
radio could be received on a small radio costing $100 or less, 
even on the most remote Pacific islands. [Ed’s note: In 2014 
the Government cancelled, after just one year, the ABC’s $223 
million, ten-year agreement with Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade to operate the Australia Network TV service to Asia and 
the Pacific and a budget-constrained Board imposed massive 
cuts on an already severely depleted RA]. The service was cut 
by DFAT (under Julie Bishop) in January 2017 despite the pleas 
from Pacific leaders that it be retained. Extraordinarily, the BBC 
expanded its service to Asia and the Pacific, with a further £100m 
from its budget, and Chinese media have filled the vacuum 
created by Australia’s withdrawal by their taking over all the bands 
used by the ABC to broadcast.

ABC Chair Ita Buttrose, in the SMH on 19 October 2019, 
emphasised the public broadcaster’s role as a “key soft power 
asset” in the Asia-Pacific. Addressing a key tension with the 
Coalition government, Ms Buttrose again asked for more funding, 
arguing “with additional support the ABC could expand its ability 
to reach out and share Australian perspectives to the world and 
enable Australians to better understand their Pacific neighbours”. 

As Amanda Meade reported in the Guardian on 4 May 2020, there 
have been problems since the Coalition came to power in 2014 
and Tony Abbott slashed $254m from the budget with the result 
that the ABC lost $783m in funding which included the withdrawal 
of funding for the international soft diplomacy arm of the ABC, the 
Australia Network, in 2014 and the ABC has closed or reduced 
operations of international bureaux in Tokyo, Bangkok, New Delhi 
and New Zealand. The ABC was operating with the smallest 
budget since the Howard government’s 2% funding cut in 1996 
removed $55m from the ABC’s triennial funding, but providing 
vastly more services.

Malcolm Long, formerly in senior management positions at 
the ABC and SBS, warned in the SMH on 28 July 2020 that 
‘Australia’s disappearing media presence in the Asia-Pacific 
makes us increasingly vulnerable. As we wrestle with our 
deteriorating relations with China and seek to strengthen 
our engagement with other countries, effective international 
communications by Australia have gone missing in action. Since 
2013, following substantial government funding cuts, the ABC has 
reduced its spending on RA and its international television and 

online services by more than two-thirds, 
to about $11 million a year. At the same 
time, China is investing billions in new 
global communications initiatives. Russia, 
Japan, Germany, France and the BBC 
each spend hundreds of millions annually.

Helen Grasswill, a Walkley, Logies and 
Human Rights award-winning journalist 
who is a co-founder and deputy chair of 
ABC Alumni, has provided an excellent 
overview in ‘When politics fail: The folly 
in under-funding the ABC’s international 
services’ which was published in 
abcalumni.net on 13 September 2021 and reprinted the next day 
in John Menadue’s ‘Pearls and Irritations’. Here are some extracts:

• Over several decades the ABC’s international service has built 
an enviable reputation in Asia and the Pacific as a trusted provider 
of quality, independent public media. Radio Australia, launched 
in 1939 as “Australia Calling”, grew into a world-renowned 
institution, and an international TV service broadcasting to 50 
countries was added in 1993, with online services following a few 
years later. Through its international development arm (ABCID), 
the ABC has also fostered enduring relationships, especially in 
the Pacific where it has been highly valued as the main provider 
of support for local public interest media, including the building 
of effective media infrastructure and the provision of emergency 
information services’.

• In 2013 this expertise was harnessed by DFAT. Concerned 
about growing political instability in the region, DFAT saw a value 
in media “soft power” as an effective strategy in influencing affairs 
in the region and awarded a $223 million, 10-year contract to the 
ABC to expand its broadcasting and online content service for 
Asia and the Pacific. The decision was applauded by consumers, 
broadcasting professionals and heads of government, particularly 
in the Pacific. Then inexplicably, less than a year later, the newly 
elected Abbott government decided the DFAT allocation was 
a waste of money. There was a view in the Coalition cabinet, 
reportedly, that there was no need for a strong Australian voice in 
the region and that if people wanted international coverage they 
could go to the BBC or CNN. Perhaps the cut was also motivated 
by an ideological preference for privatisation and, as many believe, 
by the fact that the previous Labor government had awarded the 
contract to the ABC over a rival Sky News bid, in controversial 
circumstances. Whatever the reason, the lack of strategic vision is 
breathtaking.

• The great folly in all of this is that if the DFAT allocation to the 
ABC had not been cut in 2014, Australia would have already 
expanded rather than contracted its reach, influence and footprint 
in the Pacific. And there’d still be another couple of years to go 
on the contract! With all nations in our region now facing complex 
geopolitical challenges, there’s no time to waste. A significant 
increase in federal government funding to the ABC to support its 
comprehensive international service is a national imperative.

Two other articles in this three-part series are: ‘ABC’s Current 
International Reach’, by Claire M Gorman, Head ABC International 
Services - abcalumni.net/2021/09/13/abc-international-today 
and ‘Facing a World in Disarray: The latency of an international 
ABC’, By Geoff Heriot - abcalumni.net/2021/09/13/facing 
-a-world-in-disarray

Helen Grasswill, 
Deputy Chair  

of ABC Alumni
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Tasmania 
Tasmanian Friends and supporters gathered in Launceston on 
Sunday 24 October for a lively AGM, a convivial lunch and an 
entertaining address by our guest speaker. I welcomed Friends 
and special guests, including the member for Bass, the Hon 
Bridget Archer, Senator Peter Whish-Wilson, and David Brill, 
acclaimed cinematographer and the newly appointed Tasmanian 
Convenor for ABC Alumni. I then invited our special guest, Judy 
Tierney, to address the meeting. A state and national award-
winning journalist who worked for ABC radio and television over 
35 years, Judy continues to contribute to various programmes 
despite her “retirement”. Judy has won the State’s highest 
recognition for journalism, the Keith Welsh Award and in 2019 
she was awarded the Order of Australia for services to journalism. 
Judy’s topic was Journal of a Journalist and she delivered a 
rollicking speech about her life and times in the media. She was 
passionate in her support for the skilled people she worked with 
at the ABC in Tasmania - fellow journalists, production staff and 
cameramen in particular.

Before lunch, I had the honour of announcing the Association’s 
second Life Membership - to Margaret Reynolds. Margaret 
has been a Tasmanian Friend for nearly ten years and led the 
Association as President for many years, stepping down in 2021 

to be able to give more time to her demanding role as Friends’ 
National President. I reminded those present of the organisation’s 
debt to Margaret, both nationally and here in Tasmania, recalling 
Anne O’Byrne’s remark that everything “took off” when Margaret 
got involved. I then called on Anne, our first Life Member, to 
make a presentation to Margaret on behalf of a very appreciative 
membership.

President, Peter Tatham, with Judy Tierney.

President Peter with two Life Members: Anne O’Byrne and Margaret Reynolds.

State News
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In presenting their National Representatives’ Report, Margaret 
Reynolds and Rowan Wylie spoke of the huge debt of gratitude 
owed to Kate Durkin for her work as National Treasurer. In this 
role, she established sound, transparent and accountable financial 
and administrative arrangements for ABC Friends nationally, while 
successfully negotiating some challenging and difficult issues. 
By acclamation, the meeting passed a Motion to commend Kate 
Durkin for her invaluable and meticulous work at the national level.

The incoming Committee for the 2021/22 year was elected 
unopposed. We welcome our newest Committee member – 
Marilla Lowe. Marilla has been a Friend in Tasmania for over 
five years and has already made a huge contribution as a ready 
volunteer at markets and other public events. Attendees were 
delighted that the two political representatives in the audience, 
Bridget Archer MP and Senator Peter Whish-Wilson were happy 
to respond to questions and to talk about the political context 
in which decisions about the ABC are taken. While not present 
as guest speakers, we really appreciated that Bridget and Peter 
agreed to address the meeting and welcomed their comments in 
support of the ABC.  Bridget is our newest Tasmanian member, 
joining on the day. 

Our State Committee has been working hard over the past year to 
develop strategies and tools that will work best here in Tasmania 
if Friends are to make a difference in the coming Federal election. 
These were set out in a handout distributed at the AGM, now 
available at the TAS page on the Friends’ website.

If you can help in any way, please email, advising what you might 
be able to do - tas@abcfriends.org.au. As part of the campaign, 
we will be actively engaging with as many candidates as possible 
in order to advise the public on which candidates and parties offer 
the best policies for the ABC. We hope that they will be as frank 
and generous with their time as Bridget Archer and Peter Whish-
Wilson proved themselves to be at our AGM.

Peter Tatham 
President, ABC Friends Tasmania

South Australia/Northern Territory
We held our AGM on Sunday 17 October by Zoom. Hopefully 
we will meet physically for our next year’s AGM. At the AGM the 
composition of the new Executive Committee was identified: 
President, Sue Pinnock; Secretary, Sandra Coopman; Treasurer, 
Mihir Makwana and committee members: Nick Carroll, Roselie 
Copley, Andrew Johnston, Daryl Regan, Richard Ruffin and 
Shelley and John Pezy. The Membership role will be shared by 
Sue Pinnock and Sandra Coopman and Andrew Johnston will 
continue to oversee our merchandise. Tina Phillips has retired 
from the committee and we thanked her for her contribution over 
several years. We welcome our new committee members who 
have already energised us leading into the federal election period, 
by contributing new perspectives.

During the year Sandra Coopman and I wrote a Strategic 
Framework 2021-2023 “Giving Clarity To What We Do”. One of 
the goals is: To demonstrate good governance and administration 
of ABC Friends SA/NT. One of the strategies to achieve this 
is for the state committee to work under the principles of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD). As each of us 
joined the committee, we came to understand how ABCF SA/
NT works and our responsibilities by osmosis- a rather inefficient 
and time wasting process.  With five new committee members 
elected at our AGM we decided the time was right to rectify this 
situation- to formalise our Policies and Procedures and “induct” 
new members, along with old, so that we all have the same 
understanding about the function of the Executive Committee 
of ABC Friends SA/NT. The facilitate this and to show that there 
is a “clear line of sight” from AICD principles to our ABC Friends 
SA/NT Constitution (2016), Sandra Coopman wrote several 
documents outlining aspects of our operation that articulate our 
policies and procedures in the areas of relevance to the AICD 
and State Government regulations. Included in the induction kit 
of documents written were descriptions of the requirements of 

Our political representatives meet our Committee. Bridget Archer, Rowan Wylie, Polly Flanagan, Peter Tatham, Peter Whish-Wilson. 
Tasmanian photographs by Louise Middleton.
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specific roles on the committee. New members of the committee 
were high in their praise for Sandra Coopman preparing the 
induction kit. 

Upon the death of Philip Satchell in August, we sent condolences 
to colleagues and friends at ABC Adelaide. Philip worked for 40 
years with the ABC, presenting his last show with ABC Radio in 
Adelaide on 18 September 2003. He is remembered with great 
fondness by Adelaide ABC radio listeners. 

As this is my last report for the year, I wish all of our members a 
very happy festive season, one which you can share with your 
family and friends as our borders open up. Stay safe! 

Sue Spinnock 
President, ABC Friends SA/NT 
National Committee Member

Western Australia
Hello to our members and supporters, and to everyone reading 
this, from Whadjuk Noongar country. 

ABC Friends WA held its AGM on Sunday 24 October, in the 
wood-floored and panelled Music Studio (Studio 620) on the 
ground floor of the ABC Perth Centre in Fielder Street, East 
Perth.  Attendance – 39 members and supporters in person 
and eleven online - was larger than usual, no doubt because 
of our guest speaker, Ita Buttrose AC, OBE, Chair of the ABC, 
who joined us virtually from Sydney.  The Minutes of the AGM of 
2020 were confirmed and there were reports from the President 
and Treasurer.  Member Helen Tuck JP, as the returning officer, 
conducted the elections of office-holders and committee 
members.  For the first time in many years, the committee has a 
full complement of nine members. 

Results are as follows:

President:  Bobbie Mackley

Vice-President:  Robert McCormack

Treasurer:  Liz Millward

Secretary:  Cathy Bardon

Committee members:  Henry Bateman, Terri Brown, Michael 
Dowling, Eric Findlay and Jenny Meyrick. 

I thank all those who have remained for another year as office-
holders or committee members, and welcome new committee 
members, Robert and Henry.  I’d also like to thank retiring 
member Margo Webb for her commitment and contribution over 
two terms.  Margo intends to continue to help out at markets and 
events.

The ABC in Perth were very helpful.  ABC staffers Cameron 
Matthews provided assistance with the set-up, refreshments, 
and admitting our audience; Mariana Almeida looked after the 
teleconference.  ABC Local Radio Manager, Sarah Knight, 
joined us and handed round a mic during audience questions.  
A question from member John MacGowan (mentioned below) 
resulted the next day in a large headline and article by journalist 
Sophie Elsworth in The Australian’s Media section and website.  
ABC Friends is unaware of how Ms Elsworth obtained the 
information on which she based the article or the photo of Ita on 
screen.

Above: Victoria Park Market. Below:WA AGM.

State News
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Our Secretary Cathy Bardon wrote this summary of Ita 
Buttrose’s presentation:

“ABC Chair Ita Buttrose spoke at our AGM.  The speech was not 
recorded, so this is a selection.  Ita emphasised the importance of 
the ABC as a pillar of our democracy, and compared the situation 
before the ABC was founded, when Australians were starved 
of information and entertainment.  Today, ninety years later, we 
have an over-abundance, but more is not necessarily better.  
The international onslaught is placing Australian content under 
pressure.

The ABC is the biggest commissioner of Australian content – it is 
vital to reflect the nation back to itself.  During the pandemic WA 
has taken its own, very popular, path which enabled the fantastic 
AFL Grand Final to be held in Perth.  The ABC has spent more 
than $30 million on programs made in WA.  The third series of 
Mystery Road is filming in Kalgoorlie.  The two series of The 
Heights were produced and filmed in the ABC Perth studios and 
around Perth.  Series Two of the children’s show ITCH was shot 
in the Great Southern and Peel regions.  The novelist Craig Silvey 
appeared in front of a live audience at ABC Perth during Children’s 
Book Week.  The ABC collaborates with the WA Symphony 
Orchestra, WASO, in recording its concerts. 

When making children’s programs, the ABC consults experts 
to produce age-appropriate content.  The series Bluey is 
entertainment but modelled on good principles, including how 
to be a good parent!  This program is watched by 4.5 million 
people on the ABC and iview.  During the pandemic lockdowns, 
the ABC worked with state education experts to provide the 
education portal, which is currently being upgraded in the fields 
of history, science and current affairs. Ita took questions.  One 
was from member John Macgowan who asked why ‘all of the 
ABC programs apart from local ABC and 7pm news are very 
east coast-centric and most of the guests are from up and down 
the east coast states’.  Ita said that she would like to see more 
programs from WA and blamed budget cuts and the tyranny of 
distance.  ‘We have an advisory council with representatives from 
WA on it and I have said to them, “please, send us some ideas, 
what do you think we should be doing, where are the stories, give 
us some more ideas so we are open”’.  She has been discussing 
the issue with management for some time and had also spoken 
about it to WA-based ABC board member Mario D’Orazio. 
Retiring WA Committee member Margo Webb thanked Ita for her 
speech and for everything she does”.

On Sunday morning 14 November ABC Friends ran a stall at the 
Victoria Park Community Market at John Macmillan Park in the 
federal electorate of Swan.  It’s a comparatively small market, but 
we had a good day, holding many conversations, gaining new 
members, and selling merchandise (for details see Gia Metherell’s 
article ‘Get into ABCF Gear’).  

Thanks to committee members Liz, Terri, Henry, Rob and Jenny, 
and to volunteers Jeanette Evans, Richard Harding and Val 
Marsden. We are planning a presence at Kingsway Markets, in 
Madeley in the electorate of Pearce, on Saturday 11 December.  
We’ll be seeking volunteers nearer the time. Wishing you all a 
very happy Festive Season and a Happy New Year.  The first few 
months of next year will be busy ones. 

Bobbie Mackley 
President, ABC Friends WA

Vale Russell Woolf

As I’m sure most, if not all, WA readers 
will know, ABC Perth lost someone very 
special on 26 October.  Perth’s favourite 
Breakfast presenter, Russell Woolf, aka 
Russ, Rusty, Woolfy, passed away far 
too soon, at the age of 56.  Local Radio 
manager Sarah Knight wrote:  “What 
kept us going was the outpouring of 
love for our friend from our listeners, 
former colleagues and the radio and 
news community in Perth as well as colleagues near and far 
around the ABC. Thank you for reaching out. Our foyer was full 
of flowers and there was a steady stream of listeners popping in 
to sign the condolence book.” Bobbie Mackley wrote this in the 
condolence book for Russell:  “On behalf of the committee and 
members of ABC Friends WA, condolences to Russell’s family, 
colleagues and friends.  He was a wonderful broadcaster and has 
left a big hole.  Vale Rusty”.

Victoria
COVID has again effected the operations of ABC Friends Victoria, 
but there is delight at the end of the tunnel. Between and despite 
the hibernations of lockdowns, we have re-opened the office, 
implemented the Youth Engagement program, produced a 
newsletter every two to three weeks, launched a social media 
campaign, and commenced our pre-election campaign with 
advertising in four marginal electorates. As restrictions are lifting, 
so are our spirits and energy lifting to fight for the ABC.

Ross House office 
with Simon at work.

Russell Woolf 
(Woolfy)
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We are particularly pleased to able to have face-to-face meetings 
again. It helps with our governance, and our Groups can run 
stalls and events again (see separate report). To some extent, the 
ABC has been a saviour during lockdown, in lots of ways. Now 
we can repay the favour, and be more active and visible in our 
campaigns against the ABC haters and their ideological attacks 
on the independence of our national broadcaster. 

The ABCF Victoria office, at Ross House at 247 Flinders Lane, in 
the heart of Melbourne CBD, is steadily becoming the hub it was 
intended to be. The office is staffed most of each weekday, and 
it hosts volunteers, contractors, and meetings of all sizes. It is the 
central point from which fliers, corflutes, T shirts, banners, and 
promotional materials are distributed. You are very welcome to 
phone the office (1300 108 126) and/or to visit. 

The ABC Friends Victoria newsletter is emailed to the 8200 
members and supporters on our mailing list. It is our primary 
connection to our supporter base, and we are looking to 
expand the readership.  We are constantly trying to improve 
the newsletter, and your comments are very welcome. 
Each newsletter item links to a post on our Facebook page 
www.facebook.com/ABCFriendsVic and on our website 
me.abcfriendsvic.org.au and the content feeds into our social 
media posts. We encourage you to suggest ways in which the 
newsletter can help you in your support of the ABC.

The newsletter and all of our communications are part of the 
three-year Strategic Framework which ABCF Victoria adopted 
at the end of 2020, with clear goals and strategies to influence 
the next federal election in favour of the ABC. We want to help 
people who support the ABC to get elected. And we want to 
influence votes so that people who do not support the ABC are 
not elected. Our two overriding messages for the pre-election 
communications are:

It’s your ABC: Fight for it!   

The ABC: Trusted, Valued, Underfunded.

In addition to these two messages we are using other specific 
messages for particular circumstances:

ABC: Australia’s Heartbeat (T shirts and bus ads)

ABC: For Truth not Profit (T shirts and shopping centre ads)

Democracy Depends on a Strong ABC (corflutes)

ABC: Not for Sale (corflutes)

These messages will feature in our campaigning for the rest of 
2012, and we very much hope they will be effective in laying the 
ground work for the election campaign itself in early 2022! 

We were delighted with the response to our recent request for 
funds to support our election campaign communications in 
2022, and we really appreciate the generosity of our members 
and supporters. We can now gear-up to campaign for the next 
federal election, and start to develop targeted messaging and 
book the advertising spaces.  Our campaign will target six 

Examples (including images next page) from current campaign.
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marginal Victorian seats, and be active in other seats where we 
have strong local groups.  We will also be active in the nationally-
coordinated Senate campaign, since so many of the decisions 
which impact on the ABC need informed Senators. The Victorian 
Groups (see separate piece) have indicated their needs for the 
campaign, and the Victorian Executive is developing the campaign 
strategy. If you are interested in helping with the campaign you 
would be very welcome.

Michael Henry 
President ABC Friends Victoria.

Victoria - Local Groups
The long lockdowns and other COVID restrictions in Victoria have 
certainly hampered the usual actions of ABC Friends Victoria local 
groups - but they haven’t been idle. Groups have been meeting 
via ZOOM, writing letters to politicians and papers, running 
competitions with students and generally raising the awareness 
of the critical situation of the ABC. Lots of us have been putting 
the new stickers and corflutes on our fences and our bins and 
around our neighbourhoods. In Ballarat, where outdoor markets 
continued, an enthusiastic group of Friends continue to have a 
stall to get the word out and new members in. They have also 
continued working to highlight the importance of the ABC to and 
for young people with guest speakers at their meetings including 
ABC Friends Youth Engagement coordinator Aynsley Mitchell and 
a young local activist, Christy Bell. Both see the critical role the 
ABC plays in a well-functioning democracy and are keen to get 
more young people involved in ABC Friends.

ABC Friends long standing and indefatigable leaders of the 
Geelong group, Michael Kinnane and Hilary Robinson, have 
stepped down from their roles but continue to be involved and 

offer support to the new incumbents.  Michael has worked for 
over 20 years with ABC Friends on the State Committee at various 
times, and leading the very active and effective Geelong group. 
Hilary has co-led and been active on the Geelong committee 
for at least seven years and has also been an integral part of its 
success. Their work has ensured that the new committee can 
continue to build our supporters in the Geelong area. 

Following the school students’ competition run by the Ballarat 
group, Southern Bayside Friends organised a competition through 
some local schools, on the importance of the ABC. This is in the 
final stages of judging, but received a number of entries in written 
and digital formats. 

Now that lockdowns have finished in Melbourne, members 
of Eastern Friends have returned to the overpasses in their 
area, displaying our banners for commuters. This group also 
has an active letter writing team that keeps the pressure on 
our politicians. The Inner West group has recently become the 
Western Melbourne group when they found there were a number 
of ABC Friends members who live in the outer western suburbs 
keen to get more involved. One member, Anne Shute along with 
some other willing helpers, has organised a fund-raising Bunnings 
sausage sizzle to bring in some dollars for the group before the 
election campaign.

Two of the Western group, Lorraine Harrison and Phil Corser have 
also presented about ABC Friends; Lorraine via webinar to the 
U3A Melbourne and Phil face-to-face to Watsonia Probus. These 
were well received by the 100 or so people who listened – many 
of whom hadn’t thought about the ABC in this light before.

After a few postponements due to weather and COVID lockdown 
six (it is Melbourne after all), the ABCF Northern Melbourne group, 
had an hour long, banner hanging during peak hour in Bell, St 
Coburg. Despite the tiny holes, the wind still made controlling 
the banner an effort but with five people, they were able to rest 
at least one person. They received lots of toots and supportive 
gestures from the motorists and passengers. 

In early November all the local group convenors met – via ZOOM 
– to share their experiences and knowledge and prepare for the 
upcoming election. Michael Henry, President of ABC Friends 
Victoria, set the scene then outlined how ABC Friends Victoria 
will be making an impact through our election campaign. We 
separated into two groups for discussion. Some local groups will 
be particularly helping with the marginal seats campaign as they 
are in or near those electorates. Other groups are located in safe 
seats but will still be very active canvassing candidates – of both 
Houses - assisting marginal campaigns and generally raising the 
issue of the ABC and its potentially perilous state.
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Gai Mooney 
Local Groups Convenor

Local Group contacts:

• Ballarat: Maureen MacPhail

• Bendigo: Nancy Toohey

• Boroondara: Gael Barrett

• Eastern Melbourne: Neil Bartlett

• Inner Melbourne: Marion Crooke

• Northern Melbourne: Margaret Hanrahan

• Southern Bayside: Ivor Donahue. 

Changed contact and names

•  Geelong: Martin Shirley and Jennifer Lord -  
new email:  abcfriendsgeelong@gmail.com 

•  The Inner West group has changed its name to 
Western Melbourne: Lorraine Harrison and Phil Corser -  
new email: abcfwesternmelbourne@gmail.com

Queensland
On 27 August 27, 110 people attended a public meeting at 
Maleny Community Hall to hear eloquent testimonies of the ABC’s 
relevance. Quentin Dempster provided an overview and ABC 
Sunshine Coast Chief of Staff, Bianca Clare, explained how ABC 
Emergency operates in times of danger and catastrophe. Former 
Landline Executive Producer, Peter Lewis, was the MC and ABC 
master camera operator, Mick Fanning, videoed the event with 
a link which is available here - www.facebook.com/FABCQld/
videos/376138607504531

Here’s the Link to the Live Stream video of the Maleny ABCFQ 
event on 27 August, 2021 - www.facebook.com/FABCQld/
videos/376138607504531

NSW and ACT
After a long four months, NSW emerged from lockdown with 
renewed determined to continue fighting in support of a strong 
and independent national broadcaster. We took advantage 
of the lockdown to plan our election strategy, to supervise a 
youth communication strategy by UTS students, and to hold a 
number of virtual events.

Annual General Meeting

In late November we held the 2021 AGM by ZOOM, the second 
year we have been obliged to hold a virtual event. More than 
150 members signed up to attend.

Returning Officer, Nizza Siano, declared the following people 
elected to the committee: Geoff Brann (minutes secretary), Ed 
Davis, Sybille Frank, Mal Hewitt (Vice-President), Jennie Hicks, 
Dr Tess Howes, Dr Sue Ingram, Peter Lindenmayer (Secretary), 
Gia Metherell, Cassandra Parkinson (President), David Pollock, 
Paul Reid, Margaret Whealy and Dr Diana Wyndham.

Farewells

In the August edition of Update we announced the departures 
of Angela Williamson and Janine Kitson from the committee. 
At the AGM, Carmel McCallum and Jason Lowe announced 
that they too would be standing down. 

Thank you Angela, Janine, Carmel and Jason for your 
contributions to ABC Friends.

A special thank you to Angela and Jason. Angela was the 
hardworking secretary of ABC Friends over many years, 
taking on responsibilities that went well beyond her official 
role. She assisted branches with bulk emails, supported 
the establishment of five new branches and worked behind 
the scenes on our national ABC Friends’ NationBuilder 
software, which runs our membership database and website. 
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Angela also attended the 
2021 Australian Local 
Government Association 
Conference on behalf 
of ABC Friends. Angela 
continues to contribute 
to ABC Friends as the 
production manager for this 
magazine, Update. 

For more than two decades, 
Jason Lowe played a 
vital role as our event and 
recruitment coordinator. 
Every year from 1998, he 
organised the annual dinner, 
the awards night and all our 
other promotional and social events. Thank you Jason for all your 
cheerful behind the scenes work which made our events run so 
smoothly. While Jason has stepped down from the committee, 
he will continue to work with the events committee, and for that 
we’re most grateful. Indeed, Jason’s playing the central role in 
planning our (much deferred) annual dinner in early 2022.

Life membership

It was an immense pleasure to present life membership at the 
AGM to Margaret Whealy. As Treasurer and Public Officer 
since 2016, Margaret has done an outstanding job looking after 
ABCF finances for the past five years. She kept the organisation 
on a sound financial footing and ensured that we met all our 
obligations as a not-for-profit association. And she did it all with 
good humour. 

We will miss her as Treasurer but I am pleased that she has 
agreed to remain on the committee and help her replacement 
learn the ropes. 

The coming federal election

The next Federal election will be held between March and May 
2022. ABCF NSW/ACT is in a strong position to create a positive 
campaign that sets a high bar for politicians on supporting the 
ABC. The campaign will aim to restore lost funding to the ABC, 
and secure its funding and independence into the future. We are 
working closely with other states and with ABC Alumni, whose 
voices will be particularly effective in communicating these 
messages. So far, several prominent ABC Alumni have agreed to 
participate.

We engaged Campaign Edge, headed by Dee Madigan, to 
develop an advertising campaign targeted at marginal electorates 
that relied on the ABC during the 2020 black summer bushfires. 
Campaign Edge has produced a powerful digital advertisement to 
remind viewers just how important the ABC was in helping to save 
lives.

We are in the planning phase of a social media campaign, working 
with the consultancy Populares to develop three action pages 
for the national website, an email program to members and 
supporters and a Facebook program to communicate with new 
audiences. The campaign will depict the many facets of the ABC 
to underscore just how important it is to all Australians.

Excellence in Broadcasting Award

Each year, ABCF NSW/ACT presents an excellence in 
broadcasting award to an individual at the ABC. This year, we 
expanded the award to cover ABC Friends National, and we were 
delighted to welcome a national audience.

It was our great honour to present the 2021 Excellence in 
Broadcasting Award to Philip Williams. A brilliant and empathetic 
journalist, Philip reflected on his 46 years as journalist, 40 of which 
were at the ABC. 

Philip covered the dismissal of Gough Whitlam in 1975, 
September 11 in the US and the ensuing Iraq War, The Arab 
Spring, The Beslan school siege, and London’s Grenfell Tower fire. 
Then there was Brexit. The rise of Donald Trump. Terrorist attacks 
in Norway, Russia, France, Spain and the UK. Natural disasters 
all over the world. And in 2020 we were especially touched by his 
reporting from the front line of the Black Summer bush fires.

Margaret Reynolds, ABC Friends National President, introduced 
Philip who was joined in conversation by Matt Peacock, another 
ABC luminary. Cassandra Parkinson chaired the event.

SAVE THE DATE!

After two frustrating years of cancellations, we will host the ABCF 
NSW/ACT annual dinner on Friday 4 February. I hope you can 
join us. 

To our valued Friends and supporters, we send warm wishes 
for a peaceful Christmas and New Year. 

Thank you for your support. I look forward to meeting and working 
with many more Friends in 2022 as we campaign vigorously to 
save our ABC. 

Cassandra Parkinson 
President, ABC Friends NSW & ACT

Angela Williamson

Jason Lowe
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Blue Mountains
Like all branches, Blue Mountains branch has had to cancel our 
scheduled activities since June. Now, with the opening up of 
venues for meetings, and the re-opening of local markets, we 
can ‘get going’ again. Along with WSoS branch, we hope to 
participate in local markets before Christmas. 

The new colourful and eye-catching posters look fantastic. 
In particular, the two dramatic posters depicting bushfire 
emergencies, will certainly resonate here in the Blue Mountains. 
We’ll use the flyer “ABC funding cuts must stop!” as a hand-
out initially. The built-in QR code, will be very useful for people 
interested in finding out more about ABCF. Our local Federal 
MP’s office has printed out a quantity of this flyer for us, free of 
charge. This is a community service, available to all community 
groups, from all MP offices.

As our Federal Electorate, Macquarie, is the most marginal 
seat in Australia, our branch will be very active indeed! The new 
flyers /posters will be a great asset at stalls, pre-polling and 
polling booths, railway stations, shopping centres etc, COVID 
regulations permitting. Letterboxing flyers may be preferential, 
if we are restricted with regards to handing flyers out in public 
spaces. We are yet to decide whether or not we’ll be hosting a 
Macquarie Electorate Candidates’ Forum, as we did in the lead 
up to the 2019 Election. Certainly, candidate questionnaires 
regarding the crucial issues for the ABC is a vital tool, and will 
inform our “How to Vote to Save Our ABC” candidate ranking 
cards. Our members will be encouraged to wear the new NSW/
ACT campaign T-shirt with its powerful messages, back and 
front of the T-shirt. Social media will play an essential part in our 
campaign as well. With a broad range of strategies, our primary 
task will be to alert others to the persistent threat of even further 
damaging funding cuts, and the savage undermining of the ABC 
by openly anti-ABC organisations and individuals. 

Our kick-start to 2022 on 19 February, will be our previously 
postponed AGM, followed by our Guest Speaker, Jonathan 
Holmes, well-known ABC identity and the current Chair of ABC 
Alumni. This occasion will be a timely and no doubt inspiring 
start to the New Year, in light of the looming Federal Election. 
Hopefully by February, COVID restrictions will have lifted, allowing 
for a large audience for Jonathan at the Grand View Hotel, 
Wentworth Falls.

Our Newsletter Editor, Ian Bate, has produced vibrant 
monthly newsletters this year, packed with links to diverse 
and enlightening items, and always with insightful editorial 
commentary. Items are sourced from a wide range of media 
platforms, helping to keep our members informed and 
entertained. These newsletters can be found on our website, 
fabcnswbm.org.au

Sue Noske  
President, ABC Friends Blue Mountains

Northern Tablelands 
In October our branch hosted an engaging talk by ABC journalist 
Peter Martin on the responsibilities of working for the ABC.  Of 
additional interest was the hybrid context of the audience, 
with in-person attendees at the Armidale Bowling Club and 
online attendees via ZOOM.  Peter also participated by ZOOM, 
broadcasting from Canberra (due to COVID restrictions) and 
projected on to a large screen.  This mix of in-person and online 
attendees is likely to become more prevalent into the future, 
particularly for regional branches involving large geographic 
distances.  A recording is available in the Latest News at www.
abcfriends.net.au/nsw_act_northern_tablelands_branch. Our 
website has now been operating for four months, in which time 
we have been developing the art of an ‘informational middle-road’.  
One does not wish to be enslaved by the site (constantly putting 
up new information), but then one needs to maintain it so that a 
monthly visit by members and others will be rewarded with at least 
a couple of new things (primarily in the form of blog postings).  
Our site provides branch information and blogs on specific issues 
as they arise.  It is not interactive, with no facility for viewers to 
post information or make comment; although they can email our 
branch if they wish.

On 11 November our 2021 AGM was followed by a talk on 
Defamation, Social Media and News Media by University of New 
England law academic, Ms Julia Day.  Julia provided an excellent 
overview of the increasing incidence of perceived defamation 
in the context of social media and media websites, plus the 
implications of new laws in governing such cases.

Over the last four years our branch has awarded an ABC 
Friends Media Prize to the strongest student graduating 
from the University of New England’s Bachelor of Media and 
Communication degree ($500).  However, we have now decided 
that this prize doesn’t sufficiently raise the importance of 
independent public broadcasting in the minds of the public, and 
so this year we are changing our focus to reward the strongest 
local HSC student in writing and related skills.  We are hoping that 
in supporting a HSC student each year through our media prize 
we can encourage them to consider work or study in the area of 
journalism and public broadcasting.  Our prize will also have a 
stronger local profile than has previously been the case.

With a Federal election sometime in the next six months our 
branch intends to have a presence at the Armidale markets 
in early 2022.  We hope to engage constituents in at least the 
Armidale area of New England (a large seat stretching well over 
400kms north/south) with discussion points on the importance of 
independent public broadcasting.  In doing this we would like to 
develop questions to put to the candidates of our electorate (New 
England) concerning their attitude towards the value of public 
broadcasting.  Our branch feels that it is important to focus on 
the views of the candidates, those individuals who would wish to 
represent us in parliament, rather than the views of any political 
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parties with which they are associated.  Apart from the fact that 
we might see more Independents elected in this next election, 
we feel that this focus emphasises that at the end of the day it is 
our individual MPs who have to take responsibility for how they 
debate and then vote on specific issues.

In 2020 we had planned an open public forum on Fake News, 
but had to abandon the idea because of COVID restrictions.  We 
now hope to revive it for early 2022.  Several UNE academics 
with expertise in media, sociology and psychology will make 
short presentations as a way of opening a broader audience 
discussion of this important topic.  We may again employ the 
hybrid model, which would allow Friends from around the 
country to participate.  Watch this space for updates.

Bruce Stevenson 
President, ABC Friends, Northern Tablelands

Northern Rivers
With the now inevitable emphasis on the forthcoming election, 
we will again focus on our candidates’ commitment to our ABC. 
As Richmond and Page electorates were regarded as marginal 
seats in 2016 and 2019, we previously sent surveys to the 
mainstream candidates (as well as to single issue parties that 
may no longer exist). Sticking with the “support the candidates 
who support the ABC” theme, the responses (or lack of them 
in respect of the Nationals) provided the basis of our advice to 
members and for our media releases.

Short of major policy reversals, we thought we knew the parties 
and candidates that supported a well-funded and independent 
ABC. However, just as a level of complacency was due to set 
in, the Greens nominated Mandy Nolan as their candidate for 
Richmond. Mandy, as a well-known stand-up comedian and 
sometimes serious social commentator, should add spice to our 
political discourse. While the Greens’ support is a given, we have 
written to Mandy to alert her to the ever increasing threats to the 
ABC’s viability.

We look forward to Cassandra Parkinson, ABCF NSW/ACT 
President, addressing our AGM on 11 December in Bangalow. 
PS: for those anticipating a response to the letter to the 
Nationals’ Kevin Hogan, as printed in August 2021 Update, hope 
springs eternal…

Peter Dickson 
President, ABCF Northern Rivers

Southern Highlands 
Our first meeting since the regional lockdown in mid-August was 
held on Remembrance Day in November.  It was very good to 
gather together again and to start planning future events. At our 
last meeting in June earlier this year we had discussed holding a 
mid-year event to celebrate 90 years of the ABC on its birthday 
on 1 July 2022. So, at our recent meeting we confirmed this 
celebration event, which will be held on Saturday 2 July at a 
venue in Bowral. 

In lockdown we still wanted to acknowledge that the Four Corners 
program was also reaching a significant milestone, celebrating 
60 years since its first broadcast in Sydney on the evening of 
Saturday 19 August 1961. We decided to mark this occasion by 
producing a document about the Four Corners program and its 
developments and achievements over 60 years, using references 
including the ABC Alumni newsletter: TV Black Box, Sydney 
Morning Herald, Wikipedia and two books by K.S. Inglis: ‘This is 
the ABC’ and ‘Whose ABC’.

This document was emailed out to all our Southern Highland ABC 
Friends Branch members in NSW on 19 August 2021, exactly 60 
years to the day after the first program was aired.

During lock-down the NSW/ACT Branch organised two ZOOM 
meetings which were very helpful in clarifying and drawing 
attention to useful actions that we might undertake within a 
strategic planned framework to make our activities, specifically 
with reference to the upcoming Federal Election, more focused. 
Like other Branches, we had completed a questionnaire, the 
responses to which were organised into documents which give 
us a better understanding of what we can do and what the issues 
and concerns are for us all. Thank you!

We look forward to our members working with us through the 
Election on behalf of Our ABC. We are also involved in the 
campaign to contact Senator Andrew Bragg by telephone or 
email and express our grave concerns with regard to his proposed 
Senate enquiry into the ABC’s complaints handling process, given 
that the ABC Board has an independent inquiry underway.

Belinda Wright  
Secretary, ABC Friends Southern Highlands

Central Coast 
On 13 November our branch was able to meet in person for 
the first time since the beginning of 2021. We used this social 
meeting as an opportunity to plan our campaign strategy for the 
forthcoming Federal election. Our proposed activities will include 
the rescheduled function featuring ABC producer Sue Spencer 
next February. This will be an opportunity for us to emphasise 
the value of the ABC as a national institution and the detrimental 
impact of funding cuts. We will have ABC Friends Merchandise 
available for guests of the event.

We are also interested in the possibility of a pre-election rally 
involving ABC Friends and community members who can 
reinforce the importance of the ABC in conveying accurate, 
authoritative and detailed information in times of crisis. Prior to the 
last election, we established a presence in the Gosford markets. 
Our volunteers distributed brochures detailing ABC funding cuts. 
We will consider the possibility of interacting with the public at 
events such as this. At the last Federal Election we managed 
to distribute some 1,400 voting cards based on responses to a 
questionnaire by Federal candidates. We would hope to improve 
on this effort at the next election. Finally, we are all looking forward 
to our Christmas function to be held at the Elanora Hotel in East 
Gosford on 4 December.

Ross McGowen 
Convenor, ABC Friends Central Coast
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Western Suburbs of Sydney (WS0S)
Relief at last! From COVID lockdown and back to normal living at 
last, well almost! As the excitement and satisfaction establishing 
our new branch diminished rapidly, we held one branch meeting 
and then shut down. We have been able to keep our “friends” 
aware and encouraged with our fabulous ABC Friends Blue 
Mountains Newsletter edited by Ian Bate at fabcnswbm.org.au

The WSoS branch year will end with two community markets, 
Glenbrook and Windsor alongside our Blue Mountains branch 
members and a year-end meeting on 28 November, we will return 
on 30 January 2022 to develop and plan our election campaign 
activities for Lindsay and surrounding electorates. The election 
win will be a tough ask and both ABCF National and States will be 
ready. 

Merry Christmas and an exciting New Year to all our friends and 
supporters.

Bev and Barry Redshaw 
Co-Convenors, ABC Friends, Western Suburbs of Sydney Branch 
(WSoS)  

Northern Suburbs of Sydney (NSoS) 

NSoS Meets the Minister

Our secretary Anne Matheson facilitates a letter writing 
group, and last month organised a powerful campaign – over 
2,700 individually signed letters arrived in time for the Federal 
Parliamentary sitting week of 18 October. Our keen and talented 
letter writers ranged in age from nine to eighty nine. The group 
meets monthly in Roseville and are now working on a new project. 
All are welcome! Enquires contact: annematheson@live.com.au

Meeting with Paul Fletcher, Federal Minister for 
Communications & Member for Bradfield

Persistence pays. NSoS finally met with Minister Fletcher on 29 
October 2021 to raise concerns, especially regarding ABC funding 
cuts. Anne Matheson, Kate Reid, Diana Tyne and I secured the 
Minister’s first face-to-face meeting with constituents following 
the lifting of COVID restrictions and provided us 35 minutes to 
listen and respond. We stated how important the ABC was to 
Bradfield residents and how it provides vital services in a crisis 
(e.g. COVID) and an emergency (e.g. Black Summer bushfires), 
we demonstrated operational revenue had decreased by 31% 
(or $397 million) from 1985-86, and has continued to decrease 
despite Tony Abbott’s 2013 election promise “No cuts to the 
ABC”. We asked why Fox Sports was granted $40m without a 
tender process. Minister Fletcher replied all traditional media have 
suffered with the growth of social media, not just the ABC. We 
expressed concern regarding media disinformation, especially 
from social media, which threatens our democratic process, and 
stated Australian Communications and Media Authority is not 

adequately addressing disinformation. Insufficient whistleblower 
protection (whistleblowers help reduce corruption) and 
journalists being raided by the AFP, for doing their jobs and 
needs to be addressed. Paul thought this irrelevant to his area. 
We disagree.

The issue of rising transmission costs, for towers maintained 
only on a “Break and Fix” maintenance contract was news to 
Minister Fletcher, and he said he would look into the issue. We 
asked why Q&A, The Drum and Four Corners were targeted 
for criticism. When asked about media experience and for 
the independence of board appointments, he said all recent 
board appointments had deep media experience. Despite 
presenting the ABC Annual Report to Parliament the previous 
week the Minister was not aware of the drop in the transmission 
performance. We advised the void created by the shutting 
of short-wave transmission has been filled by China (in Asia 
Pacific) and Sky News in the outback, which was concerning 
and asked what could be done about this. We also asked 
whether indexation to funding will resume in 2022 and whether 
Enhanced News Gathering funding was ongoing. Paul advised 
this was yet to be determined. I think that the suspected 
cuts have already been included in the Emergency Risk 
Communication and Cabinet decisions.

Despite the Liberal Party’s June 2018 motion to privatise the 
ABC the minister said that it was not government policy. But we 
feel if the government is returned it would be a live issue and the 
threat of losing the ABC would be very real!  We will be sending 
Minister Fletcher a summary of our discussion to follow up on 
the issues raised.

Lindsay Somerville 
Convenor, Northern Suburbs of Sydney branch (NSoS)

Hunter
Once again we have had to put off our AGM but we have 
managed one committee meeting and are planning another at 
the end of November.

We have had a good look at the merchandise and the posters 
and will discuss them further at our next meeting.  Bumper 
stickers and flyers are likely to be the most useful, as we have 
found markets the best places to talk to people. We will also 
discuss setting up a petition to parliamentarians in the local 
electorates, especially Hunter electorate which is going to be an 
interesting one to watch. 

Working on the next election likely being in May we have a few 
months to get out to some markets and get the ABC in front 
of people’s minds.  Using the flyers and handouts will be very 
helpful there.

Allan Thomas 
President ABC Friends Hunter

Eastern Suburbs
In this 28 October webinar, an audience of 180 listened as 
renowned journalist Quentin Dempster spoke about the 
challenges facing the ABC while former NSW Fire Commissioner 
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Greg Mullins discussed the ABC and the Black Summer 
Fires - the link is: www.abcfriends.net.au/the_abc_and_the_
election_video

Quentin Dempster pointed to Coalition government cuts 
to ABC funding and their measures to constrain the ABC’s 
independence. He reminded us that a Liberal national 
conference motion to sell the ABC, passed in 2018, is still 
on the books and is now being pushed hard by the Murdoch 
media and the IPA. Quentin’s message was compelling. 
Friends and all who treasure the ABC must plan to ensure that 
the next election does not result in the return of a government 
committed to the demise of the ABC. We must engage 
with citizens across the political spectrum who will vote for 
candidates that support strong and independent public 
broadcasting.

Greg Mullins joined his father in volunteer fire fighting as 
a boy and went on to join the NSW Fire Brigades. He was 
Commissioner from 2003-2017, then returned to volunteer 
fire-fighting. He is an ardent advocate for more effective 
strategies to combat climate warming, the major cause of 
the increasingly fierce fires wreaking devastation here and 
overseas. His experiences and wisdom are well captured in 
his recently published (and brilliant) book, Firestorm, which 
presents his analysis of the catastrophic Black Summer, made 

so much worse by years of government denial and inaction. 
Greg reflected on the massive importance of the ABC. For 
years it has engaged in serious discussion of global warning 
and what needs to be done. News Corp and other media, by 
contrast, trashed the science in their bid to defend their allies 
in the fossil fuel industry. During the devastating Black Summer 
fires, the ABC provided fearless reporting and he had no doubt 
that its emergency broadcasts saved lives and businesses. 
He remarked that when Australians face danger, whether it is 
COVID or bushfires, they turn to the ABC.

Sincere thanks to Cassandra, who hosted, and to Nizza Siano 
and Sybille Frank who assisted in the planning of the event.

We will soon be emailing our members in the Eastern Suburbs 
indicating what we will be doing in the run-up to the election. 
We are forming a campaign committee and will be organising 
market stalls and other activities to get our message across to 
everyone living in Wentworth and adjoining seats. We are keen 
to hear from members on their good ideas for the campaign 
and how they might be able to help, for instance in pre-polling 
and on election day.

Professor Ed Davis 
ABC Friends, Acting President Eastern Suburbs

ACT & SE NSW Region
With the end of winter and lockdown, the ACT & SE NSW 
Branch is getting active again! We’ve held our first post-
lockdown shopping centre stall in Canberra with lots of 
interesting conversations and good sales. The new T-shirts 
are proving very popular too, and the Anzac biscuits that 
Jane’s husband Rick bakes are always a special free treat for 
customers and friendly passers by.

Our Sapphire Coast sub-branch is now back to holding face-to-
face meetings, and the Canberra group will do so in December.  
This is just as well, because we’re planning to be pretty active in 
the lead up to the election. Eden-Monaro is a marginal seat with 
a new Labor sitting member Kristy McBain who’s been a good 
supporter of the ABC, unlike her main Liberal opponent from 
the 2020 by-election (and probable candidate again). So we’re 
planning to put in a big effort to ensure that ABC-related issues 
are again on the agenda . 

Elections in the ACT are a bit more predictable, but our local 
Liberal Senator Zed Seselja (one of only two ACT Senators) 
has been particularly unsupportive of the ABC, so we’ll make 
clear to the electorate what we think of his narrow partisan 
vision. And we’ve started lobbying independent candidates to 
encourage them to speak out on the ABC. Many Canberrans 
also have strong connections to the south coast, so we expect 
that there will be plenty of opportunities for them to assist our 
campaign in Eden-Monaro and also in Gilmore, another very 
marginal seat.

Peter Lindenmayer 
Convenor, ABC Friends,  ACT and SE NSW
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Ballarat Electorate 
Maureen MacPhail
0476 247 870
david.i.macphail@gmail.com 

Bendigo Electorate 
Nancy Toohey
nmtoohey.31@gmail.com

Boroondara 
Gael: 03 9859 5185
barretts75@gmail.com 

Castlemaine area 
Rosie  0419 767 884
rosiespear@gmail.com 

Eastern Melbourne
Neil  0411 487 348
jenbneilb@gmail.com 

Geelong area
Martin Shirley & Jennifer Lord
abcfriendsgeelong@gmail.com 

Inner Melbourne 
Marion Crooke
0413 315 084
arioncrooke@gmail.com

Western Melbourne 
Lorraine Harrison & Phil Corser
abcfwesternmelbourne@gmail.com 

Latrobe electorate
Peter Fleming  0418 557 808
lrbrain1896@gmail.com

Stephen Koci  
stephen.koci@gmail.com

Northern Melbourne 
Margaret
0421 338 155
margaret@nashcc.com.au 

Southern Bayside
Ivor Donohue
03 9580 6402 
ivor_donohue@hotmail.com 

ABC Friends

NSW/ACT Regional Branches

Queensland Regional Branch Tasmania Regional Branches

Victorian Groups

ACT & South East NSW
Peter Lindenmayer (Convenor)
0497 976 945
actsensw@abcfriends.net.au 

Blue Mountains
Sue Noske (President) 
0421 020 610
susano2311@gmail.com

Central Coast 
Ross McGowen
0400 213 514
ross.mcgowen61@gmail.com 

Eastern Suburbs of Sydney 
Nizza Siano (Secretary)
02 9327 3423
nizzamax@gmail.com 

Hunter  
Allan Thomas
02 4930 7309
allan.thomas2@bigpond.com 

Mid-North Coast 
Drusi Meggett
02 6583 8798
fabc.midcoast@gmail.com 

Northern Suburbs of Sydney 
Lindsay Somerville (Convenor)
02 9416 8373
smrv8888@gmail.com

Northern Rivers 
Jennie Hicks (Secretary)
0431 958 991  
hicksanddickson@gmail.com

•   Byron sub-branch 
 Jill Keogh
 jilldkeogh@gmail.com
 0407 367 727

• Tweed sub-branch 
 Sandy Copley
 0403 375 400 
 aco9780@gmail.com 

• Lismore sub-branch 
 Felicity Holmes
 fholmes@bigpond.com
 0429 650 530

Northern Tablelands 
Vic Wright (Secretary)
0477 877 315
vic.wright@skymesh.com.au 

Riverina / Murray
Drew Porter 
0409 369 253
drew.porter@bigpond.com.au

Sapphire Coast
Dianne Beckett (Convenor)
0434 996 586 
dianne.friends@outlook.com

Shoalhaven & South Coast
Carmel McCallum (Convenor)
0414 392 660 (texts preferred)
abcf.shoalhaven.sc@gmail.com

Southern Highlands
Gill Graham (Convenor)  
0421 870 982
Belinda Wright (Secretary)
btwright@netspace.net.au

Western Suburbs of 
Sydney
Bev and Barry Redshaw 
(Convenors)
0429 492 168
wsos@abcfriends.net.au

ABC Friends National Inc.
PO Box 3620 Manuka ACT 2603 
president@abcfriends.net.au

Victoria
Michael Henry (President) 
Ross House 
247 Flinders Lane 
Melbourne  Vic. 3000 
1300 108 126 
office@abcfriends.org.au

NSW & ACT
Cassandra Parkinson 
PO Box 1391 North Sydney 2059 
0403 105 901 
president_nswact@abcfriends.net.au

Queensland
Dr Vikki Uhlmann 
18 Rogers St, West End, Qld 4101 
0417 196 412 
president_qld@abcfriends.net.au

South Australia & Northern 
Territory 
Sue Pinnock 
PO Box 7158 Hutt St Adelaide  
SA 5000 
Phone: 0407 035 701 
sa@abcfriends.net.au

Western Australia
Bobbie Mackley 
PO Box 534 Subiaco WA 6904 
wa@abcfriends.net.au 
T: 0422 489 711 (office hours only)

Tasmania
Kate Durkin (Secretary) 
55 Feltham St North Hobart  
Tas 7000 
Phone: 0447 645 345  
(office hours only) 
tas@abcfriends.net.au

Join the ABC Friends
There is strength in numbers, and every membership counts at this time of unprecedented attacks on ‘Our ABC’.

To join go to www.abcfriends.org.au or phone your local contact below.

Like to join a local group or 
be on their mailing list? To 
find out more about one in 
your area:  ➞
Not in these areas?

Contact Gai Mooney 

Groups Convenor
0407 050 937
gaimooney@gmail.com 
as we are setting up new 
groups.

Sunshine Coast
Charmaine Foley: 0411 880 375
chsfoley@gmail.com

South
Roslyn Stoddart
thestoddarts@gmail.com
0407 555 239 (text messages only)

North and North-West
Polly Flanagan
pollyflanagan53@gmail.com
0417 374 696 (office hours only)
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